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2015 WARRANTY CONDITIONS 

 

 

I. Scope of the warranty 

 

1. Moeyersons guarantees their newly delivered box structures on vehicles against faults for a period 

of 24 (twenty-four) months 

 

The term of 24 (twenty-four) months enters into effect from the moment of delivery of the vehicle 

to the customer or from the moment of sending the message of availability. 

 

2. The warranty is strictly limited to the delivery and replacement of the part that has become 

unusable as a result of an identified fault or, subject to our exclusive choice, to the repair of this 

part if possible. 

 

3. Under no circumstances can the buyer demand termination of the sales contract by invoking the 

warranty, nor can the buyer claim any compensation or repayment of costs 

 

On the other hand, the application of the warranty does not give cause for the extension of the 

warranty period as stated in article 1 above. 

 

 

II. Exceptions 

 

1. Second-hand transportation is not covered by the warranty.  They are always sold in their current 

state, which is sufficiently known to the buyer. 

 

2. The following are excluded from warranty and, as a result, will be at the cost of the customer: 

 the tow, salvage and movement costs as well as the costs of any expert inspection, 

 the replacement or tuning of parts subject to standard wear, such as, among other things, 

light bulbs, tyres, etc., 

 the delivery of consumables, such as, among other things, oils, etc., 

 the maintenance, inspection and greasing activities, including those mentioned in the 

maintenance instructions, 

 damage as a result of chippings, spark rain, atmospheric conditions, etc., as well as any 

damage as a result of cleaning using corrosive products or a pressure washer, 

 over-time and work during weekends and on holidays, 

 the interventions due to accidents, standard wear, damage as a result of violence, 

inexpert use, negligence or lack of knowledge, 

 damage as a result of inexpert repairs by third-parties or as a result of assembling non-

original parts or spare parts 

 

3. For accessories or parts that have not been manufactured by Moeyersons (such as loading ramp, 

cooling group, air-conditioning, compressor, chassis, etc.) only the terms and conditions of the 

warranty conditions of the supplier or manufacturer of the accessory or part in question apply.  

 

4. Under no circumstances or conditions will Moeyersons accept to pay for costs for breakdown 

service, loss of usage or any other damage or expenses that could directly result from the fact 

that give cause for a warranty request. 
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III. Lapse of rights 

 

The warranty lapses by law without prior notice of default: 

 If the vehicle is used for any other purpose than for which it is intended. 

 If the vehicle is altered, repaired or disassembled – even partially – outside of Moeyersons' 

workshops, unless Moeyersons gives the express and prior permission to do so, 

 If the client remains in default of his/her payment obligations with respect to Moeyersons 

or one of its branches or sister companies. 

 

IV. Application methods of the warranty 

 

1. All vehicles must be offered fully cleaned. 

 

2. Systems that have been placed on the transport after delivery by third parties, such as, among 

other things, loading cranes, compressor groups, etc. need to be disassembled before offering 

the transport for repair to Moeyersons. 

 

If this is not done, and if it is necessary to disassemble this equipment for Moeyersons' repairs, then 

the disassembly and any assembly after repairs will always be at the costs, risk and responsibility of 

the party requesting the warranty or the party requesting the repairs. In this case, Moeyersons is 

also not responsible for any damage to, theft, or disappearance of said disassembled and/or 

reassembled equipment. 

 

3. Defect parts that have been replaced by Moeyersons under the warranty remain the property of 

Moeyersons. 

 

If the warranty request was denied by Moeyersons, then the part will be available to the customer 

for a period of 30 (thirty) calendar days after notice of refusal if the customer has requested this 

beforehand. Once the period of 30 (thirty) days lapses, the part in question will be destroyed. 

 

4. If, in case of defect or breakdown of a part of the transport during the warranty period, the 

customer cannot present himself at Moeyersons' workshops or workshops explicitly recognised by 

Moeyersons, then the repair or replacement of the defect part must be performed by the 

officially recognised brand representative of the part in question. To this end, the customer must 

contact Moeyersons, by telephone if necessary. 

 

 

V. Responsibility 

 

1. With the exception of the provisions of these warranty conditions, Moeyersons does not provide 

any guarantees and all contractual or semi-delictual responsibility due to redhibitory or other 

defects will be rejected. 

 

Moreover, Moeyersons will in all cases decide in a sovereign manner on the application of this 

warranty. 

 

2. Moeyersons is released from all responsibility in terms of any forgery of documents or the illegal use 

of brands and models that could be found on the goods they have received from their suppliers. 
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VI. Authority 

 

All disputes with our customers are governed exclusively by the District Court of our registered 

office even if there is a majority of defendants, incidental demands or an action on a warranty, a 

third-party summons or a joint ruling. 

 

 

VII. Procedure 

 

1. For the swift and efficient handling of the warranty request, the original identification number 

(manufacturing number) needs to be provided or mentioned in the correspondence. 

 

2. Request for the application of the warranty can be submitted to: 

 

Carrosserie Moeyersons nv 

Achterheide 26 

1840 Londerzeel 

 

Telephone: +32 52 30 08 21 

Fax: +32 52 30 17 92 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT 

 

In the buyer's or user's own interests, Moeyersons recommends to only use original parts, spare 

parts or accessories or parts, spare parts or accessories approved by Moeyersons both for 

mechanical and body purposes even after the end of the warranty term. The suitability, operation 

and reliability has been checked of these parts, spare parts and accessories. Even though the 

market is tracked to the best of Moeyersons' abilities, Moeyersons cannot warrant other parts, 

spare parts or accessories even if these have been approved by any other authorised body. 

 

 

THE WARRANTY CONDITIONS CAN BE ALTERED AT ANY TIME WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE. 

 
 


